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In Memoriam
Joan and Travis Harrison

Centerpoint Classes
And A Dream Group

The Jung Society wishes to extend our sympathies to the
families of our former president, Joan Harrison, and her
husband, Travis Harrison. Joan died on Saturday, October
20, 2007, eleven days after Travis’ death on October 9. Joan
was president of the Society in the late 1990s, a member of
the board for many additional years, and a long-time participant in the New Orleans Jungian seminar, while Travis,
a physician and attorney, headed the pathology department
at Memorial Medical Center prior to the storm. Joan and
Travis’ generosity, always anonymous, in funding annual visits by our late patron, Ian Baker, made a long list of retreats,
workshops and programs possible. Their kind and generous natures, wise insights, and gentle spirits will be sorely
missed. The Jung Society has established a memorial fund
for contributions in memory of Joan and Travis Harrison
and others on the long list of names of those we have lost,
especially in the months since Hurricane Katrina.

Many people are interested in learning more about C.G.
Jung’s analytical psychology beyond what the Society can
provide in monthly lectures and occasional Saturday workshops, either by learning more about “the basics” of Jungian
thought or by relating it to their own dreams and lives. The
Jung Society Board and local analyst Karen Gibson, Ph.D.,
LCSW, are interested in establishing a group to delve into
Jung’s theories using Centerpoint course materials (edited
by Edwin Edinger) supplemented by contemporary Jungian
theory and material. The group would meet in the evening
once or twice a month to complete the 18-session course.
In addition, Karen has several names of people interested
in meeting monthly to explore their dreams, but needs at
least eight people willing to commit for a year-long group
at $30 a month. If you are interested in participating in
either group, contact Karen by phone at 452-2319 or
gibsonkphd@hotmail.com.

Library News

up to contemporary experience, including a detailed
interpretation of J. M. Barrie’s widely-loved novel and
play. Underlying the author’s lively discussion is a new
perspective on Peter Pan as a representation of archetypal
energies that deeply inﬂuence our collective experience as
well as our personal life.

Our Jung Society library is a treasure trove for individuals
who are interested in going deeper. As a member, you are
entitled to check out books with the payment of a once-only
library fee of $20 (see a staﬀ member to acquire a library card).
Here’s just a sampling of the rich material to be found on our
shelves. We look forward to having you browse our books
before and after meetings and during the breaks.
Now or Neverland:
Peter Pan and the Myth of Eternal Youth
Ann Yeoman
Even if one has never seen the play, or read the novel, the
ﬁgure of Peter Pan is as well-known as the heroes, heroines,
ogres and witches of such classic tales as Cinderella, Jack
and the Beanstalk and Little Red Riding Hood. As a familiar
ﬁgure of spontaneity, adventure and play, in the common
mind Peter Pan is the little boy who didn’t want to grow
up, the spirit of perpetual youth and joy associated with
Neverland. Now or Neverland is a psychological overview
of the eternal boy archetype, from its ancient roots right

Impossible Love or Why The Heart Must Go Wrong
Jan Bauer
Some love aﬀairs mark our lives forever. Whether we call
them la grand passion, tragic romance, or l’amour fou, they
remain indelible because impossible. Why do we fall in love
at the wrong time, in the wrong place, and with the wrong
person? Why do we put up with the anxiety, the pain, the
shame, and the longing never fulﬁlled? This book explores
the nature of these “marvelous disasters” and ﬁnds a deeper
necessity in the betrayals, taboos, and excesses of impossible
love. Using perhaps the greatest of all tragic romances—the
passion between Heloïse and Abelard—as a psychological
scaffold, Jan Bauer examines the erotic structures of
irresistible attraction with love stories from the lives of men
and women today.

C. G. Jung Society of New Orleans
Spring 2008 Program Calendar
The Gambler: From Play to Pathology
Billye B. Currie, Ph.D.
Friday, February 15, 2008 | 7:30 pm | 2 CEUs
The “gambler” archetype will be explored through history and through cases in a manner that allows us to work our way
across the continuum from play to pathology, all done with the intention that we will become better acquainted with
the gambler in ourselves and in those around us. A special nod will be given to “Lady Luck” and to her connection to
the Great Mother. The powerful forces surrounding the gambler may be seen to lurk not only in casinos, the temple of
Lady Luck, but also in the shadows of chances we take in our everyday lives.
Billye B. Currie, Ph.D., is the author of The Gambler: Romancing Lady Luck. She received her Ph.D. in psychology from
the University of Southern Mississippi in 1969 and her diploma in analytical psychology from the Inter-Regional Society
of Jungian Analysts. She spent thirty years working with children in public schools in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, as Director
of Psychological Services, Special Education and Professional Development. She currently lives in Brandon, Mississippi,
and has a private practice in Jackson. And yes, she loves to gamble!

Why Good People Do Bad Things: Revisiting the Shadow
James Hollis, Ph.D.
Friday, February 29, 2008 | 7:30 pm | 2 CEUs
For each of us there are energies, motives, agendas that operate outside our conscious control and sometimes contrary to
our professed values. These energies, which Jung collectively identiﬁed as the shadow, might best be deﬁned not as evil,
but as that which makes us uncomfortable with ourselves. Such energies represent an enormous invitation for greater
consciousness and for living more ethically. Their integration brings us toward wholeness. The program will deﬁne and
illustrate the many ways in which the shadow operates in personal and social life and will address the question of how
we may come to know that which is by deﬁnition unconscious in us.
James Hollis, Ph.D., is a Zurich-trained Jungian analyst, executive director of the Jung Educational Center of Houston,
and the author of twelve books, most recently Why Good People Do Bad Things: Understanding our Darker Selves.

The Gospel of Thomas: Eaten by a Lion
Wynette Barton, Ph.D.
Friday, March 7, 2008 | 7:30 pm | 2 CEUs
The Gospel of Thomas is a small book of 114 sayings attributed to Jesus and allegedly recorded by his disciple, Thomas,
who was known as “the double” or “the twin.” The short passages are sometimes quite enigmatic until the reader realizes that Jesus may have been speaking about no more—and no less—than consciousness. As we examine images in
Thomas’ gospel we discover something about the mysterious power of the lion that can be eaten—or can eat us. Can
we take in powerful, paradoxical words, digest them, “eat” them, or will we be devoured by them? As fundamentalists
of varying stripes foster hate, wage war, and demand power in the name of something divine, it seems at times that the
lion is about to devour the human.
Evening Programs
Free To Members, $10 Nonmembers
Workshops $65 Members, $85 Nonmembers
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All Programs Are Open to the Public & will be held at
Parker Memorial United Methodist Church
1130 Nashville Avenue (at Perrier), New Orleans

Wynette Barton is a graduate of the C.G. Jung Institute of Zurich and has been in private practice as an analyst in Austin
since 1985. She holds M.A. (Psychology) and Doctor of Ministry degrees and is active in training analysts and lecturing in the U.S. and Canada. Her study of the Gnostic gospels is the product of her long-time interest in archeology and
ancient history.

The Gospel of Thomas: Eaten by a Lion
A Workshop with Wynette Barton, Ph.D.
Saturday, March 8, 2008 | 10 am - 4 pm
6 CEUs | $65 members; $85 nonmembers

“Blessed is the lion eaten by a man, and
the lion becomes human; cursed is the man
eaten by a lion, and the lion becomes human.”
(The Gospel of St. Thomas)

In this workshop, we will continue the exploration of the Gospel of Thomas. Could the “lion” in this gospel be the
powerful message of consciousness that Jesus brought to his disciples? If so, what would it mean to eat (or be eaten) by
the message? As we examine the sayings, each building on the one before, it may be possible to catch a glimpse of the
depth of Jesus’ message and discover why this man so profoundly aﬀected the lives of his followers. (See Friday, March
7 program description above for biographical information about Wynette Barton.)

“Slender Threads”
a film interview of analyst Robert Johnson
by analyst J. Pittman McGehee
Rev. William Thiele, Ph.D., discussion leader
Tuesday, April 1, 2008 | 2 CEUs
Film screening 6 pm, Discussion 8 pm
Robert A. Johnson, noted lecturer, author, and Jungian analyst, has introduced millions of people to the thoughts of
C.G. Jung. In this engaging and revelatory set of interviews with Houston analyst J. Pittman McGehee, Robert Johnson
explores the range of his work and life experience and traces the “slender threads” that have led him along his path. For
more work by Robert Johnson, go to http://innerworkjohnson.blogspot.com, an internet “Inner Work Blog” written and
updated regularly by Robert Johnson in conjunction with analyst and coauthor Jerry M. Ruhl.
Rev. William E. Thiele, Ph.D., the pastor at both Rayne Methodist Church and Parker Methodist Church in New Orleans,
is a pastoral counselor and licensed psychotherapist in Slidell, Louisiana.

Individuation: A Personal Journey
Karen Gibson, LCSW, Ph.D.
Tuesday, April 29, 2008 | 7:30 pm | 2 CEUs
In conjunction with our May 3, 2008, workshop, New Orleans analyst Karen Gibson will speak about the individuation
process and the many internal and external factors that impact our individual journeys, allowing us to explore our personal journeys and insights as we look at why we are part of this community. Karen Magee’s workshop, In the Midst of
Others, will give us the opportunity to explore these dynamics more fully in a safe temenos, as Jungians call a contained
conﬁdential environment.
Karen Gibson, LCSW, Ph.D., a New Orleans native, is a Jungian analyst in private practice who does consultation and
supervision as well as analysis. Currently she is writing a book on rituals celebrating feminine rites of passage and is
developing a dream group in New Orleans. She is also interested in the application of analytical psychology to relationship therapy and the integration of object relations theory into Jungian analysis.
Evening Programs
Free To Members, $10 Nonmembers
Workshops $65 Members, $85 Nonmembers

All Programs Are Open to the Public & will be held at
Parker Memorial United Methodist Church
1130 Nashville Avenue (at Perrier), New Orleans
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Board Of Directors
Susan Welsh, President
Karen Farley, Vice President
Toni Newton, Secretary
Tom Welsh, Treasurer
Helen Barnett
Gary Braedt
Duane Page
Jennifer Standish
Honorary Members
Judy Andry
Susan Sewell Bell
Joan Bicocchi
Gayonne Goodyear
Blanche Gray
Susan Logan
Marilyn Marshall
Bob Welch
In Memoriam
Ian Baker (1931 - 2006)
Battle Bell, III (1945 - 2006)
Stephanie Thibodeaux
Braedt (1951 - 2005)
Eda Galtney (1938 - 2002)
Faye Geraci (2007)
Andy Goodyear (1939 - 2001)
Joan & Travis Harrison (2007)
Analysts
Karen Gibson, Diplomate,
Advisor
Charlotte Mathes, Diplomate
David Schoen, Diplomate
Benefactors ($100 level)
Judy and Allain Andry
Gary Braedt, MD
The Stephanie Thibodeaux
Braedt Foundation
Nancy and Glenn Cater
Sidney Creaghan
Pierre De La Barre IV
Karen Farley
Karen Gibson
Blanche Gray
Travis and Joan Harrison
Robert Hecker
Sherwood Ice
Duane Page
Jennifer Standish
Susan Welsh
Deedy Young
Bollingen ($250 level)
Susan J. Logan
Margie Villere
Küsnacht ($500 level)

Thomas M. Welsh
Randy Fertel
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In the Midst of Others: The Unfolding of Life
A Workshop with Karen Magee, MA, LMFT, LPC
Saturday, May 3, 2008 |10 am - 4 pm | 6 CEUs
$65 members; $85 nonmembers
In this workshop, we will examine our eﬀorts to discover and consciously respond
to our potential in life. This journey of discovery, rarely, if ever, occurs in a time and
space alone. The path to ourselves always includes relationship to others. Keeping this
in mind, and using an extraordinary international ﬁlm as the ground for our work, we
will explore what inhibits us from becoming our true selves. We will also explore what
invites and supports the awareness and courage necessary to live more completely in
the world. Throughout the day, Jungian ideas, lecture, journal writing, exercises and
interactive discussion will contribute to the creation of our experience. The ﬁlm clips,
together with our other work, will assist us in opening doors to our own life stories.
In those stories, as in the ﬁlm, we will hope to learn more about the purpose, meaning
and great value of relationship in our journeys to become ourselves.
Karen Magee, MA, LMFT, LPC, is a Jungian analyst in private practice in Houston
and a senior training analyst with the Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts. An
instructor, lecturer, and workshop leader locally and nationally, Karen is recognized for
her work with ethics and for her use of ﬁlm to invite a deeper understanding of one’s
personal psychology and life in relationship to the world. She has been an instructor
at the Jung Center of Houston for the past 19 years and currently chairs the Ethics
Committee for The Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts.
The Jung Society acknowledges with gratitude the contributions of the Inter-Regional
Society of Jungian Analysts and our roster of speakers, who have generously
volunteered their time to promote our organization’s recovery from Katrina.

About Us
The C. G. Jung Society of New Orleans is a private non-proﬁt organization established
to promote educational programs. Following the general thrust of Carl Jung’s analytical
psychology, the Society presents an interdisciplinary program to foster self-understanding
by the individual. Jung’s deepest interest was in arriving at insights capable of bringing
genuine help to the individual. His theories laid the groundwork for a new understanding of man, the signiﬁcance of which extends far beyond the boundaries of psychology
in the conventional sense.
The goals of the C. G. Jung Society, then, are to oﬀer a forum for the exchange of ideas
in the sphere of the humanities, that family of knowledge that deals with what it is to be
human, to make value judgments, and to select wiser courses of action. As Jung often
stressed, it is within the individual, and not on the level of collective social measures,
that the problems of our age must be met and the foundations for a healthy democratic
society preserved and strengthened.

Continuing Education Program: The Jung Society is a pre-approved

National Board of Certiﬁed Counselors provider of Continuing Education Units. Thanks
to Jennifer Standish for her work in maintaining our CEU status.

New Orleans Jungian Seminar: The New Orleans Seminar is an

approved training center of the Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts. For more
information, contact Charlotte Mathes, 225-755-2445.

Website: Additional information about the society is available on our website at
www.jungneworleans.org.

Workshops!

The Gospel of Thomas: Eaten by a Lion
A Workshop with Wynette Barton, Ph.D.
Saturday, March 8, 2008 | 10 am - 4 pm | 6 CEUs
In this workshop, we will continue the exploration of the Gospel of Thomas. Could the “lion” in this
gospel be the powerful message of consciousness that Jesus brought to his disciples? If so, what would
it mean to eat (or be eaten) by the message? As we examine the sayings, each building on the one before, it may be possible to catch a glimpse of the depth of Jesus’ message and discover why this man
so profoundly aﬀected the lives of his followers.
Wynette Barton, Ph.D., is a graduate of the C.G. Jung Institute of Zurich and has been in private
practice as an analyst in Austin, Texas, for over twenty years.

In the Midst of Others: The Unfolding of Life
A Workshop with Karen Magee, MA, LMFT, LPC
Saturday, May 3, 2008 | 10 am - 4 pm | 6 CEUs
In this workshop, we will examine our eﬀorts to discover and consciously respond to our potential in life.
This journey of discovery, rarely, if ever, occurs in a time and space alone. The path to ourselves always
includes relationship to others. Keeping this in mind, and using an extraordinary international ﬁlm as
the ground for our work, we will explore what inhibits us from becoming our true selves. We will also
explore what invites and supports the awareness and courage necessary to live more completely in the
world. Throughout the day, Jungian ideas, lecture, journal writing, exercises and interactive discussion
will contribute to the creation of our experience. The ﬁlm clips, together with our other work, will assist
us in opening doors to our own life stories. In those stories, as in the ﬁlm, we will hope to learn more
about the purpose, meaning and great value of relationship in our journeys to become ourselves.
Karen Magee, MA, LMFT, LPC, is a Jungian analyst in private practice in Houston and a senior training analyst with the Inter-Regional Society of Jungian Analysts.
Workshop
Registration Form

Name
Address
City

State

Phone
Cell
Phone

Workshop Prices:
$65 members, $85 nonmembers

Zip

Workshop Location:
Parker Methodist Church
1130 Nashville, New Orleans

E-Mail
Total Enclosed

The Gospel of Thomas
March 8, 2008, Workshop

In the Midst of Others
May 3, 2008, Workshop

Membership In The C. G. Jung
Society Of New Orleans

Contribution to the C. G. Jung
Society Of New Orleans
Memorial Fund in memory of

(Circle One: $65 members; $85 nonmembers)

Donor Levels (Circle One)
Individual $ 50
Student
$ 25
Clergy
$ 25

Join the
Jung
Society!

Benefactor
Bollingen
Küsnacht

(Circle One: $65 members; $85 nonmembers)

$100
$250
$500

Free admission to monthly
programs and discounted
admission to workshops
throughout the year!

Questions?
Contact the C. G. Jung Society:
E-mail
info@jungneworleans.org
Website www.jungneworleans.org

Mail completed form to:
C. G. Jung Society of New Orleans
609 Metairie Road, #171
Metairie, LA 70005
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C. G. Jung Society of New Orleans
Spring 2008 Program Calendar
1/8/08

“The Sacriﬁce”
3/8/08
Dan Harris | 6 pm screening; 8:30 pm discussion

2/15/08

The Gambler: From Play to Pathology
4/1/08
Billye B. Currie, Ph.D. | 7:30 pm

2/29/08

Why Good People Do Bad Things:
Revisiting the Shadow
James Hollis, Ph.D. | 7:30 pm

4/29/08

The Gospel of Thomas: Eaten by a Lion
.
Wynette Barton, Ph.D. | 7:30 pm
5/3/08

“Slender Threads” a ﬁlm interview
of analyst Robert Johnson
William Thiele, Ph.D., discussion leader
6 pm screening; 8 pm discussion
Individuation: A Personal Journey
Karen Gibson, LCSW, Ph.D. | 7:30 pm

In the Midst of Others: The Unfolding of Life
A Workshop with Karen Magee, MA, LMFT, LPC |10 am - 4 pm

All Programs Open to the Public
Evening Programs (2 CEUs)
Free To Members, $10 Nonmembers
Workshops (6 CEUs) $65 Members, $85 Nonmembers

All Programs To Be held at
Parker Memorial United Methodist Church
1130 Nashville Avenue, New Orleans
Website www.jungneworleans.org

C. G. JUNG SOCIETY OF NEW ORLEANS
609 METAIRIE ROAD, #171
METAIRIE, LA 70005

3/7/08

The Gospel of Thomas: Eaten by a Lion
A Workshop with Wynette Barton, Ph.D.
10 am - 4 pm
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